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POINT?

:'IN ,the . cQlumns of the Daily Herald Mr. not merely that the industry cannot be adequately
,Morgan' .PhiUips has' recorded that, when the replanned or rendered technically efficient without
Labour Party's ,Goodwill Mission visited, the overall public control, but that steel has ,been
Kremlin, Stalin warned them that, though the chosen by the Government's opponents as the
British ParllamenUl,ry road to Socialism might be 'arena In which to fight··their first head-on battle
beset by fewerubstacles than, .the shorter .and with· Socialism. 'During ·the Government's first
more diflk,'ult road which the Russians had had to year of office, the: enemy, strinned by the
: tread in 19i7,' the,." clever and experienced electorate's verdict last summer, appeared to be
. bourgeoisie" in Britain might prove more of a on the run; the opposition, not,merely to large
problem to'British Labour than their counterparts measures of social reform, but even to the
No better illustja, nationalisation of the Bank of England and the
, " 'had proved in the U.S.S.R.
tion of t):iis problem 'could be found than the' coal mines, was perfunctory. These Parlia,
. succeSs which appears to haveatterided -the mentary victories; however, represented no more
, . obstructionist tactics of the Iron and Steel than the surrender by the enemy of his advance
Federatiori. The misgivings \vhich we expressed lines. When it came to steel, one of the strategic
last week about Mr.:Wilmot's equivocal statement positions in the defence of economic and political
of Government iritentions with regard to the steel power, the enemy's tactics were quite different.
industry have been confirmed by the unconcealed Sir Andrew Duncan and the Iron and Steel
satisfaction with which the' statement has been Federation refused point-blank to co-operate.
greeted by the big steel men .. Their attitude Confronting a Government whose policy lacked
suggests'that,.in undertaking, as they now, do, . precision, and' whose enthusiasm for a head-on
to go ahead with t,he modernisation and develop, dash\vas lukewarm, the organised obstructionists
ment of the ill,dustry on their own lines, they are won the day.
'.
relying on assurances that they need fear no
Is this a turning point in the history of the,
nationalisation Bill withinihe lifetime of this Labour Government? The precedent set could
" Parliament, and that Governni.ent participation in not be worse. If-the stee!makers can get away
. the industry is likely to be confined to the provision with it, cannot the .vested interests in gas,
of financial assistal).ce of perhaps £80,000,000 electricity and transport be equally, successful?
. which will be lent at or ·near the gilt-edge rate of What reason is there to suppose that the Governc, . inte,rest 1n return either for debentures or possibly . ment is prepared to defy more' resolutely this or
-'a holding of shares. As the Economist observed that future capitalist pressure group? And there
last week: "The precedent of the Anglo- is a further danger. It is not only on the capitalist
Iraruan Oil Company shows that such participa- side of the fence that pressure can be exercised,
tion can work' effectively, without, cramping So long as the Government remains on the
decisions which have to be taken at the managerial offensive against capitalism and continues to
levet." In ot):ier words, Big Business in steel will ,move towards 'a full Socialist economy, organised
remain master of its own house. Sir Andrew Labour will be prepared to make sacrifices and
Duncan and his. colleagues have good reason to to ·forgo .immediate satisfactions in order to
be pleased;
.
strengthen the Government's hand. But if the
Their satisfacuon is unlikely to be shared by impression is once created that "interests" can
the Labour movement. We have never held, nor bend the Government to their will if only they are
does the Labour movement as a whole; that nation- "tough'" enough, and that the Government is
alisation is a panacea for the present troubles becoming an " impartial arbitrator" between the
of' the British steel'industry: their solution conflicting claims of capital and labour, it is too
depends equally on technical replanning and much to expect that the Trade Unions will not
re-equipment. The deadly significance, however, press claims for immediate increases in wages
of the Government's present retreat on 'steel is and 'leisi,lfe. The. solidarity of the Labour

movement depends almost entirely on' its faith
that the Government is 'genuinely out to build a
Socialist Britain. . If 'J:hat faith. is undermined,
it will give. place to cynicism. The movement
will be split into a Trade Union -"·interest" out
for .what it can get, and a Labour Party rent by
dissensions between a, loyal Right and a Left
talking of MacDonaldism .

.

The V.S.A . .Gets Tough

I'
I

We must not assume that America's anxiety to
push her trade in the Danube area, and to keep
Communism out of the Mediterranean, will lead
to any permanent commitments in Europe.
The psychology of Americans and United States
policy towards Europe are to-day very similar to
l3ritain',s psychology and policy in the nineteenth
century. It takes about as long now to fiy from
America to Europe as it did to sail from Britain
to the Continent in the nineteenth century. And
just as Britain felt entitled to interfere when ~he
was alarmed by ,the growing strength of any'
Continental Power, and witlldrew after Palmerston
had 'sent a battleship to demonstrate her strengrh,
so the United States. to-day dispatches an aircraftcarrier to Greek waters and addresses Notes to
Yugoslavia that are stronger in tone than in
substance. It is probably a misfortune that the
Yugoslav dispute is not to .,come before the United
Nations.. Yugoslavia's action in shooting dow~
American airplanes cannot in any case be justified:
it is the angry response of hot-headed men to
what appears to them the contemptuous behaviour
of a greater Power which wishes to intimidate
them. But though the United Nations would
certainly, have condemned, the, Yugoslav' action,
the effect of an appeal to Uno would have been a
public examination of the facts, which are not
known to the public anywhere, least of all in the
United States. Without such a full inquiry
they are likely to remain doubtful, if only because
the' Slavs arc as much 'accustomed to exaggerate
as the British to understate. All that is clearly
known is that there have been a n1.1mber of past
incidents which have not been made public; that
the Yugoslavs have repeatedly protested against

,

GENERAL
THE Scarlet Tree, by Osbert Sitwell (lvIacmillan,

r5s.), has an advantage ove~ many autobi.ographie~ :
"t is written by an experIenced novelIst, who IS

'h~-e turning into ql't a richer material than he

'tin;' used elsewhere, and' who is partly employing
'tPenovelist's craft in shaping it. Who else but a

':upvelist would contrive the checks u~on racing
Tjrne which we find in this book, the:: disposition
'of a heavy emphasis here, a light one there, the
_ holding back of an explanation till "later," the
. anticipation];, !he use of suspense, and above all
the 'carefully-tImed entrances and re-entrances of
the characters? In biogra~hy Sir Osbert.Sit\~ell's
contrivances would be mtolerable; m autobiography they are a blessing. There is something
, Glse which strikes one as one compares this book
With a novel: because this is Hfe, and not fiction,
certain characters with traits which would in a
novel be unacceptable outside the' broadest
farce are acceptable here. Where, in a novel,
after our acquaintance with a characi:er, has
extended over several hundred pages, could we
believe the- statement that he had "invented a
rriusi'cal toothbrush whiCh played '.Annie Laurie'
as' you brushed your .teeth, and a-small revolver
for shooting· wasps? " Sir George SitweIl, the
author's father, is said to have invented both of
these; perhaps they worked; but we' should be
ra.ther incensed by the idea in a novel. So tlUlt,
tlrroughout, The Scarlet Tree has all the virtues
of a large-scale' qiscursive roman fleuve, with none
<;>Lthe restrictions of probability that a serious
novelist .has ~o inlpose on himself.
,. -There is plenty to make the reader laugh in
~llls, autobiography; there are many exquisite
~Onllc minif\tures where absurdities are highly
P.a.cked into a small space, 'as in the account of
two of the author's elder cousins ':
.
..,:-. But, in fact, they got on wel1'together, in spit~ of
their differing so often in the opinions they· put
(orward. In the past, however, certain disputes had
taken place occasionally, .so that each sister has
pasted somewhere on every article. of furniture
, 'belonging to h€r-whether it were an oak chair; 3
. table, a bronze, a chased-silver photograph-frame,
.o·or merely a Japanese vase full of last year's pampas", grass-a label, which bore on it in clear, black,
.' decisive letters, admitting of no question, the name
"FLORA or FREDERICA. Thus, if .eitherof them
,decided of a sudden to quit, she could accomplish
it immediately,. departing with her own belongings
'and without the tJossibility of further discord.
. But in its major intention .The Scarlet Tree is a
tragic, not.a comic, booIe. Things which were
_ t,reated comically, or hinted at in a non-colI'Jl1ittal
!(jfie'l1either of comedy nor of tragedy, in Left
'_ {lipId, Right Hand, begin to develop more darkly
here. And yet it is part of the novelist's art that
<he most lingering impression of me book is a
quality not of darkness but of light. Indeed,
descriptions of light are part of its scheme:
. there is a long Proustian meditation by the author
while, as a child, he lies in bed at daybreak and
,feels the day incre.asing behind the shuttets;
t~ere is another, a little later in life~ under the
title of A Brief Escape into the Early Morning.
Y~t bathed in light though the book is-and one
WIshes that Mr. Piper's pictures had turned
occasionally aside from their excruciating melodramatic gloom to try and recapture a little
of .this-the book is principally a picture of tragic
childhood, of infant vitality, exuberance and
perspicaciousness flickering against deepening
~hadows of older futility. If, in fact, one or
other .of this distinguished family of writers has
~o~etImes seemed, in print, a little too easily
f1d~gnant or provoked; if they have had less
1lldiiference to the censure which aH writers of
genius sometimes evoke than their admirers
Would like to see in them : then p.erhaps we find
Ihe reasons in The Scarlet Tree. But while the
author employs much candour in speaking of his
~pbringing, he leaves .it to his readers to make,
If they choose,explicit comment on it. A critic
Il1ay perhaps be allowed to describe it as horrible
and appalling. No one can contemplate without
misgiving those pathetically awful small children

'.

.

m

who are allowed 'n whollyuninhlbited ~xpresslon school life, accounts of London and Scarborough
of their impUlses, and who early realise with the and his ·first glimpses of Italy. On its mor~
·natural cunning of children that there are no sombre side it includes, too painfully for isolated
limits to how far they can go. But the opposite quotation, a brief, horrifying 'scene with an
of this is scarcely better: the 'Children rigorously .unscrupulous privat~ tutor, one of those dramatic
subjected to the sort of well-meant cruelty-a moments of suspense and foreboding which are
complete divorce of ends and means-which again, a hint of the a..rt 'of tile novelist-points of
permitted Sir George SitweII always to insist that sig~fi.cant detill! which crystallise a w/lole phase
'his children should do the exact opposite of any- of hfe. The accounts of the schools-a day~
thing they shoWed pleasurable inclination towards. school at Scarborough, tvm private boarding.;
Yet it is not to be imagined that Sir Osbert schools, and. Eton-are written not without
presents his father in the familiar guise of an ferocity, But there is more than that: we are
Edward MouIton-Bnrrctt. The most subtle and used to people writing satirical, indignant or
original' thing in this book is the suggestion it regretful accounts of their schooldays; with rare
gives that aq ellrly development is haphazardly exceptions, there seems to be little. reason for
drcumstanced: it is a crawl through a garden- them to write otherwise. Sir' Osbert employs
wilderness where the cruellest briars and the satire and. indignation-Bloodsworth,. in parlargest fallen branches which impede the way ticular, appears not to have beeri far short of a
have also once had their struggles for existence torture-chamber-but .he sees deeper man these
and growth. It is a wise sense. of this that persuades· instruments by themselves wiII allow a man to see:
Sir Osbert in talking of his own upbringing i:o he uncovers a process of malformation, permanent
open out for us a remoter vista: me childhood of or temporary. Esce di mall di Lui /' anima
'his f a t h e r . "
.
semplicetta; but. me simple little soul returns
Here, having watched the development of a· from his second world severely misshapen:
The school restored to my parents a different boy,
character, as seen by a child, a son, the reader may
ask why ·my father so continually insisted on being
unrecognisable, with no pride. in· his appearance, no
in the right, to the extent that if events proved to
al;!ility to concentrate, with health impaired for
many years, if not for-life, secretive, with no love
him that he had been .wrong,· and he could no
Of books, and an impartial hatred for both work andlonger avoid such a conclusion, he had to fall ill. . .
The reason, I deduce, must be sougbt a long way
games, with few qualities left and none' acquired,
back,,in the 'sixties of the previous century when he
save a love of solitude and a cynical disbelief,
was a small child . . . . I used to think that his
firmly established, in any sense of fair pJay or
disp.osition and his whims, somethnes so delightful
prevailing ~tandar,d of human conduct.
.
and removed from reality, at others so harsh, and,
He has no .hesitation-why. should he have ?-:-in
indeed,.hateful, were the result of his having been making clear who or what helped to undo this
brought up -entirely by women since the age of two, ·mischief. Principally, himself; but some things
when,. as we have Seen, he succeeded l>Js father; in. addition which were denied to many cf' his
were r.ootedin the circumstance mat he had never
h
h
I
been controlled or disciplined' or contradicted, and companions. T ere wa.s 1 e. ca m beauty of
that, further, he had inherited an ample fortune at Re.mshaw; then; were his own growing apprehen~
the age of twenty-one,. finding himself, ill fact, one sions of. the things man has formed out of the
of those local princes of whom Meredith tells us mess.of life; there was Italy. It is a tempting
in The Ordeal of Richard Feverel. But my father preciosity to say that the Englishman's. edu~apon
had always maintained that his mo.tIjer, though, by and. s~nsibUity fl!~ ip.complete.without Mediter~
the time I knew her, gentle and on occasion almost ranean experience. It is also a palpable falsity;
indulgent, had not-for she was one of a family of they are equally incomplete without experience
five daughters-understood how .a: boy should be of the South Seas, China, Russia and India. But
managed, and had treated him::...of course without
meaning to do so, for 'she was utterly devoted to to the English artist (to say nothing of anyone
him-with severity, and sometimes almost with else) Italy .hasa strapge power of benedictioncruelty. . . . And I' have come to believe that this more potent and tesiduaI perhaps when no-attempt
was true since I foOOd in 1938 in the library at is made by tlle. Englishman to extern,llise, its
Renishaw a forbidding-looking account-book; short beauty into art; Sir Osbert is not, of course, the
and thick, with an ecclesiastical clasp .of brass. I Englishman ItaIianate who incurred and deserve,d
opened this volume at random, and my eye lit on Elizabethan censure; but now that the centre of
a page, not devoted t.o figUres, on which were diabolism' 'seems temporarily to have moved to
written, in a round, childish hand, very different
from that which I knew, and yet even then Paris, it is delicious to find the magic of Italy re~
recognisable, the w.ords "George naughty again 'stored in pages that are among the bestin~he book.
The remarkable achievemen~ of The Scarlet Tree
Jan. ·20th." . From the character of the letters, he
plainly could not have been more than six or seven is its avoidance of an episodic character." No
when obliged to enter that sentence. Underneath writer of our.time--"unless 'perhaps Mr. \ViIliam
was inscribed in my grandmQther's beautiful, Plomer in his own autobiography-has shown
flowing h,~nd, "George naughty a ~econd time greater delight.in the unusual and absu.rd side~
Jan. 2.oth.
.
shows of human behaviour, or more tenacity in
There are many variations in the book on the storing them uP. for future reference. But in
theme of semi-conscious paternal bulIying; and The Scal'l~t Tree anecdotes ate us·ed only .as
there is a good deal of its painful 'counterpart, occasional illustration to the general succession of
semi-conscious maternal indifference. Lady Ida the" movements" of life. It is not a book which '
$itwell .could also be cruel--and in a perhaps over-emphasises detail at the expense of form.:
more despicable way-but a part of her was all me whole work, 'of which mis is said to be.a
on the side of-kindness, and it seems to have been quarter ·(though one prefers to hope that it will
easily played 011 by the unscrupulous; but the be but an eighth. or a twelfm) promises to be a
actions of her life, according to the testimony of a masterpiece of controlled expansiveness; it has
son whose completely affectionate attitude to her already a quality' of humorous and urbane
cannot be questioned, were principally dedicated magnificence, and a 'romantic lyricism rare in
to the pursuit of " fun"; and to such a tempera- contemporary pro~e. It is worth while rement as hers, children provide little. Where it membering that this is achieved in spite of rather
was most craved, therefore, 'her kindness was than because of the aumor's native background;
something least forthcoming. Yet there is an Our times provide us with a new opportunity for
element of " attack" in Sir Osbert's account of snobbism which· we eagerly grasp at; with·a
his upbringing, though some things-among gracious smile we accept socialism, and with. a
them his mother's attitude to his sister-cannot wider one we indicate how much we' are giving
be treated with complete equaniritity; but about up. The author of The Scarlet Tree knows all
his own injuries he has come to that state of this; and he is at pains to show in ,these
comparative calm (it is nothing' so smug as Edwardian chapters what sterile dramas could
forgiveness, which is always rather an indecent enact themselves, what futile games be played,
gesture on t11e part of a hunlan being) the attain- against the background of Rcnishaw. He insists
ment of which is part of every artist's task.
that me notable qualities of himself, and of his
This volume covers ten years of the young brother and sister, are qualities of mind. These
Osbert:s life. It includes the deepening of certain mey brought with them;. they did not find them
threate!1ing shadows at home, the whole of his there.
HENRY REED

